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 To consistently strive in

delivering a fast & effective service,

which our customers can trust.

To listen to our customers,

ensuring their needs are met to the

highest of standards.

To continually monitor the Electronic

Industry in order to provide our customers

with detailed up to date information.

 

To consistently give our customers’ products

a Full Service, where all repairs undergo

a vigorous cleaning process with internal parts

inspection & relevant replacement.*   
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*See Quality Assured Products page 8.

We Promise
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*Guarantee excludes issues arising as a result of normal wear and tear, improper
care or accidental damage, if the void image is showing the warranty will be invalid.



Our Services Include 

   

NEXT DAY DELIVERY 

Next day delivery; order  by 3:30pm to  

receive your order the very next day, even
on a Saturday!* (*COURIER PERMITTING CHARGES

WILL APPLY, EXCLUDES SUNDAY)

CALL TODAY 

Our dedicated customer service team 

 are on hand to assist with any of your  

 ADVANCE REPLACEMENT

Our Advance Replacement Service delivers 

you with a replacement within 24hrs 

decreasing downtime. 

TECHNICAL SUPPORT  
For all your technical needs 

our in-house engineers & gurus are 

trained to the highest level.

Our Services 
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*Saturday delivery subject to location; please enquire. 
*Delays may occur due to unforeseen circumstances beyond our control.

queries, large or small.



ABOUT US
Our twenty-plus successful 

years experience of supporting 

field based activity, matched 

with our next day advance 

replacement service, in-house 

delivery service and our highly 

successful next day  carrier  

partnership;  means we are 

perfectly placed to service the 

electronic industry within this 

dominating digital revolution.    

We are proud to be the only 

electronic service centre that 

gives you a quality assured 

guarantee, matched with our 

full service promise! New 

products 1 year warranty and 

repaired products 100 days 

warranty as standard.*

Initially founded in 1992 as Maggi & 

Maggi UK, a token and change 

distributor, Maggi Electronics has 

transformed into one of the largest, 

most trusted service and support 

centres within  the UK. Today a family 

company based in the North West of 

England, employing over fifty mem-

bers of staff throughout a number of 

specialised  departments,  we  are  

fully qualified and equipped to assist 

with all your electronic needs.      
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Quality Assured

New Products

This  covers the structural integrity and components 

against faulty or defective manufacture,* sourced 

from our highly respected selection of 

manufacturers, who share our commitment to 

product  quality, consistency,  and value for money,  

giving you complete  peace of mind.  

With a combined two hundred years of technical 

experience in the repair, service and supply of 

electronic products, you can be rest assured  

knowing that only quality assured products will be 

delivered  from  our select range of refurbished 

products,  which  come  with  a 100-day  warranty,  

and  our  range of new products with a full 

1-year warranty  as standard.

We are passionate about meeting our customer 

needs, where we consistently welcome the repair 

and service of new products. Whether it be a 

coffee machine, smart phone, tablet or photo 

booth... 

    

The Sky’s the Limit, just ask and 

see what we can do!

*Guarantee excludes issues arising as a result of normal wear and tear, improper
care or accidental damage, if the void image is showing the warranty will be invalid.

Full Service  
Our  full  service  includes  a vigorous 

sonic  bath,  internal segment  cleanse, 

parts inspection and relevant replacement.   



 
555
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 Supported 
Manufacturers 

As the UK’s leading 

electronic repair 

& service centre our 

suppliers & customers 

include: - 

.
Astro Systems / Microcoin 

Innovative Technology                       

.

.
ELO

.
Tovis 

.
Astra     

.
NRI                           

.
Ithaca

.
Kortek              

.
JCM                

.
JPM

.
Munzprufer       

.
 Samsung    

.
Barcrest        

.
Bellfruit 

.
Electrocoin 

.
Heber

.
Sanken

.Stadium

.Crane Payment Innovations          

.Mars (MEI)            

Azkoyen       

3M  

Alberici                               

.

Comestero                      

.

Jofemar                     

.

..
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Printed Circuit Boards
PCBs are available in various shapes and sizes, 

with thousands of applications used in virtually 

all electronic devices, such as domestic machines

personal computers and retail products. 

Our services include the repair and supply of 

circuit boards from main processor units,  personal

computers, motherboards and light boards.

Power Supply Units 
PSUs are found in many applications, where 

they provide voltage to power all types of 

electronic devices. Our services include the 

repair and supply of industrial, linear and 

switch mode PSUs throughout the whole 

electronic market. 



Monitors & Touch Screens  

g

Our  technical  gurus can  repair a  range  of 

monitors, whilst  working  to  strict schedules. 

With monitors being used in a variety of 

applications, from kiosks and coffee machines 

to gaming and parking meters. Our services 

include the repair and supply of products, from 

Kortek, Samsung, Elo and Tovis.
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Personal Computers
Widely known as PCs, they are found in an    

increasing number of applications across many

industries, these include retail, trade, education

and transportation.  Our services include the

repair and supply of a vast range of products;  

these currently incorporate the  original equipment

manufacturer (OEM) of personal and 

industrial computers. 



 

 

Coin Validators

       
V2 Eagle 

SR5i

Compact Hopper

Universal Hopper 

Smart Hopper 

Cash Flow 9500 
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Coin Dispensers 
Widely known as Hoppers, they are an efficient 

secure and space saving way of dispensing coins, 

available in a wide variety of shapes and sizes, they 

have multiple capacities to suit your needs. They 

can be found in retail kiosks, self-service checkouts, 

gaming and vending machines.  Our services 

incorporate the repair and supply of a number of    

products, which include the Compact Hopper, the

 Smart Hopper and Universal Hopper.

Coin validators  are  an  accepted  part  of  daily life, 

used in many applications in the amusement, 

gaming, vending, transportation and the retail 

industry,  which can  be found  in a range of  products. 

These include ticket machines to  retail  kiosks, 

self-service checkouts, photo booths, confectionery 

and coffee machines. Our services  detail the  repair 

and programming of  a vast range of products,

which include the SR5i, Cash Flow 9500 and the  

V2 Eagle. 
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Note Validators 

 

Ticket Printers 
Barcode ticket printers are now used increasingly

more across many industries. They can be found in 

parking meters and fare collection handling machines, 

used within the railway and transportation industry.

Our services incorporate the repair and supply of  a   

number of products, which include the Ithaca 950 

and Smart Ticket.

Ardac Elite 

NV200 

Smart Ticket 
 

Ithaca 950 

Note Validators are becoming a vital segment in 

many applications. Our services incorporate the 

repair, supply, recalibration and the change of 

currencies from a wide range of note validators, 

which include the NV200 and Ardac Elite. They 

can be found in change machines, self-service 

checkouts, games machines and car parking meters.

Did you know...



Did you know... We deliver!

hanks to our vast experience 

of supporting field based 

activity,  including  our next

e currently deliver to Scotland, The North  East, 

Yorkshire,  Nottinghamshire, Warwickshire, 

Staffordshire, Cheshire, Lancashire and 
T
day advance replacement 

service, alongside our in-house 

delivery service and our  highly 

successful next day carrier 

partnership, we are fully 

prepared  to meet your delivery 

requirements whether your needs 

are large or small.

W
Worcestershire;  in addition to our next day carrier 

service we can arrange collection and delivery for all 

your electronic needs.  
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Customer demand has 
enabled us to create 
new routes,  please 
visit our website or 

contact us for an up to 
date locations list or to 

be added to our 
weekly delivery drops. 
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We at Maggi Electronics have specialised within the gaming and amusement 

industry for twenty-plus years and due to the demand within this dominating

digital age, we have and are continuing to evolve into many markets. 

Within  the  gaming and  amusement industry, a number of applications  can be 

repaired, serviced, supplied, reprogrammed and recalibrated to meet your 

specific requirements.  Our product range are included in ardac equipment, 

single sites, betting shops, casinos and inland arcades.  

Retail & Kiosk 

An industry increasing consistently with strong demand, has led to the need 

for speed plus repair competence and quality products within this market. These

include  self-service checkouts, change machines, cash machines, tablets, smart

phones, laptops, personal computers and towers. 

Transportation 

Whether it be in the form of a parking meter, car wash, ticket printer or 

fare collection handling machine, these can be found throughout daily life.

Electronic Markets

WWW.MAGGIELECTRONICS.CO.UK

Gaming & Amusement 



Token Supply

Unit A, Philippa House
Burnden Business Park 
Burnden Road
Bolton, BL3 2RB
United Kingdom

Recolo Assemblies 

WWW.TOKENSUPPLY.CO.UK

01204 371 321

+44 01204 371 321
(Outside the UK)

info@tokensupply.co.uk

WWW.RECOLO-ASSEMBLIES.CO.UK

01204 380 110

cmccracken@recolo-assemblies.co.uk

Contact Us Contact Us

250 Radcliffe Road,
Bolton, 

BL3 1RS,
United Kingdom

Token Supply 

Refinishing & rework includes 

processes such as circuit board 

upgrades, board enhancements, 

removing & replacing electronic 

components on production level 

products.

Token Supply, the UK’s 

largest stockist of metal 

tokens, can supply an 

extensive range of tokens 

plain, personalised, security 

grooved or rimmed.

 The choice is yours!

Here at Maggi Electronics we have continued to expand through 

customer  demand,  which  has led  to the formation of  our sister 

companies, Recolo Assemblies and Token Supply.

PARTNERSHIPS  
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Kestrel House

83 Folds Road

Bolton, BL1 2SZ

 

United Kingdom

 01204 520 011
sales@maggielectronics.co.uk 

CONTACT US:


